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Piano Sonata in F minor, Op. 27 24:53
[1] Allegro appassionato – Un poco meno mosso –

Più animato – 8:16
[2] Più animato (continued) –

Andante sostenuto e molto espressivo – 7:30
[3] Allegro vivo – Tempo primo – Meno mosso –

Più animato – Andante maestoso – L’istesso tempo 9:07

[4] Barcarolle in G sharp minor, Op. 46 8:15

Variations on a Georgian Theme, Op. 60 12:20
[5] Andantino – Poco più mosso – Allegretto – Poco vivo agitato –

Lento capriccioso – Poco più mosso 4:28
[6] Allegretto scherzando – Moderato assai – Allegro vivace –

Poco più mosso – Poco animato – Meno mosso 5:17
[7] Presto – Poco meno mosso – Presto – Prestissimo 2:35

Fêtes de Noël, (Quatre tableaux), Op. 41 15:13
[8] Nuit de Noël 5:00
[9] Cortège des mages 4:56
[10]Chanteurs de Noël 1:58
[11]Chant de Noël 3:14

[12]Nocturne in D flat major, Op. 8 6:57

[13]Mazurka No. 8 in G minor, Op. 36 4:22
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The Music 1

The sumptuous music of Sergei Mikhailovich Lyapunov may come as a
surprise in the West, where he is a well-kept secret. An unashamedly Romantic
composer to the end, he belonged to the half-generation between Tchaikovsky
and Rachmaninov and died in 1924, by which time The Rite of Spring,
dodecaphony, jazz and neoclassicism had arrived. Critical evaluation is
notoriously unreliable; for example in 1976 Grove's Dictionary was still
declaring: “The enormous popular success some few of Rachmaninov's works
had in his lifetime is not likely to last, and musicians never regarded it with much
favour.” Four years later New Grove described him as “the last great
representative of Russian late Romanticism”. One cannot really describe
Lyapunov as an innovator; he was a traditionalist, a consolidator. As Vaughan
Williams, who later occupied a similar position in England, observed,
“Modernism and conservatism are irrelevant. What matters is to be true to
oneself.” Ultimately any work should be judged on its own worth, and at this
distance in time, especially as now ‘anything goes’ and contemporary compos-
ers are gratefully rediscovering styles of the past, we may reap the many
pleasures of Lyapunov's music with a clear conscience.

He was born in Yaroslavl, one hundred and sixty miles north east of Moscow. In
1878, invited by its director Nikolai Rubinstein, he entered the Moscow
Conservatory, where his teachers included Tchaikovsky. A brilliant student, he
graduated in 1883, but the following year he went to St. Petersburg, the home
of the Russian nationalist school of composers, becoming not only the favourite
disciple of its leading light, Balakirev, but his devoted friend, collaborator and
supporter for the last quarter-century of his life when the older man’s difficult
personality led to considerable alienation from his fellows. He motivated
Balakirev to return to composition and completed and transcribed some of his
works.
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For many years after 1894 Lyapunov held a number of important posts in St.
Petersburg and while making his name as a composer also fulfilled
engagements internationally as both solo concert pianist and conductor. He was
commissioned, along with Balakirev and Lyadov, to collect folk songs from
various Russian provinces, which served to deepen his love for his country’s
heritage. However, at odds with post-revolutionary Russia, he emigrated to
Paris, running a music conservatory for Russian emigrés until his death.

Among his works are two symphonies, two piano concertos, one violin concerto,
a sextet for piano and strings, much solo piano music (of which the Twelve
Transcendental Études dedicated to Liszt’s memory are the best known, but
more by repute than in performance) and many songs. His generous full-
blooded romanticism included a gift for beautiful melody, naturally often with a
Russian tinge, and a richly varied sound-palette, with a bias towards the
sensual, the poetic and the delicate; he forged influences from Chopin, Liszt,
Balakirev, Russian Orthodox litany and folk music from Russia and beyond into
a personal style.

Perhaps the headlines have ignored Lyapunov because his life was
uncomplicated by scandal, madness or self-delusion. He was a modest man, a
dedicated teacher and an unselfish colleague. Despite these self-effacing
qualities his piano writing can be complex and highly virtuosic, as is immediately
apparent at the start of this recital programme.

Having received the dedication of Balakirev’s fine B flat minor Piano Sonata,
completed in 1905, Lyapunov wrote his only Piano Sonata [1-3], perhaps his
most ambitious musical edifice, in 1906-08. Dedicated to Karl Klindworth, one of
his former piano teachers at the Moscow Conservatory, who had been a pupil of
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Liszt, it was inspired by Liszt’s great B minor Sonata, written half a century
earlier. Its continuous span takes the form of an extended sonata-movement
structure (exposition, development, recapitulation and coda) but gives the im-
pression of comprising an opening fast movement, slow movement, scherzo
and fast finale with slow coda. The composer utilises cyclic metamorphosis of
themes to achieve a compelling unity, the intensely dramatic and powerful
musical language being overlaid with a Slavonic accent. It is an imposing edifice
indeed.

The noble first subject, with its characteristic dotted rhythm, is stated at the
outset, followed by an expressive auxiliary theme which is to assume
considerable importance later. A scampering transition leads, via a short
recitative, into the long-breathed, tenderly affecting second subject, which
gradually becomes anguished and more agitated, driving forward into the
development section. Here the two themes of the first subject (and the
transition) vie for supremacy, the auxiliary theme eventually [at the start of track
two of this disc] giving way to a beautiful new melody, marked Andante
sostenuto and beginning with a descending five-note scale, hinted at earlier.
This Liebestraum-like interlude is followed by a quasi-liturgical chant, first
sombre like a dark-timbred Orthodox choir, then ethereal; a cadenza marks the
return of the Liebestraum, now elaborated with an accompaniment of double
notes and growing to a climax – then a sudden silence.

A scherzo [start of track three] ensues, fiendish in both effect and pianistic
demands, based upon, and completely transforming, the first subject’s
expressive auxiliary theme. Performing the same function as the fugato in
Liszt’s work, this scherzo merges, mysteriously and imperceptibly, into a
shortened recapitulation, which omits the already featured auxiliary theme but
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presents the second subject ravishingly coloured. The music builds to emphatic
chords which break off to reveal – as the coda – the Liebestraum melody now
glorified in a massive peal of bells, followed by the quiet sanctification of the
chant, with an enigmatic final juxtaposition of celestial sonorities and darkly
earthbound ones, expiring to the sound of low bass throbs.

Like Chopin, Lyapunov wrote one Barcarolle (Gondola Song) [4] for solo piano
– in 1911. It smoulders with the haunting suggestion of ‘orientalism’, largely the
result of the use of the flattened supertonic (second degree of the scale), a
favourite trait of the composer – we heard it already just before the end of the
Sonata. Right from the delicate opening it is apparent that melodic phrases in
this piece eccentrically begin on the second quaver of its lilting 6/8 bars and –
when the wavy accompaniment enters – that this figure begins on the last
quaver, the asynchronism creating a feeling of fluidity. A veiled transition
introduces the flowing central section (more conventionally phrased), which
becomes considerably animated, and it is this central material that is distantly
recalled in a coda of sensuous fragrance.

One of several of Lyapunov’s works sparked off by musical idioms from the
Caucasus is the Variations on a Georgian Theme (1914-15) [5-7]. ‘Oriental’
colour is never far away, although the theme itself is not so characterised; this
theme is in two related parts, a gentle melody followed by an airy mazurka. The
variations are cleverly derived from one or the other element or from a combina-
tion of the two. It is unnecessary to list all the variations, which are quite free,
but notable are a homage to Schumann [start of track 6] and a thrilling bi-metric
variation which dies away to nothing before the shock of the finale. This finale
[7] is an exhilarating gallop in the manner of such other works pertaining to the
region as the ‘Arabic’ Festival at Baghdad from Rimsky-
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Korsakov’s Scheherazade and Islamey for solo piano by Lyapunov’s mentor
Balakirev (which he actually orchestrated), the Armenian composer Aram
Khachaturian’s Clarinet Trio (1932) and the ballet concluding act two of the
opera Absalom and Eteri (1909-18) by the Georgian Zakhari Paliashvili. The
flattened supertonic is again evident towards the end of the Variations finale.

In 1910, the year in which he joined the staff of the St. Petersburg
Conservatory, Lyapunov composed four tableaux collectively entitled Fêtes de
Noël (Christmas Festival) [8-11]. They reflect their composer’s love of Russian
folk music, culture and tradition - particularly of course that of the Russian
Orthodox Church, and in them he interestingly draws together the idea of the
first Christmas with its celebration in early twentieth-century Russia.

In the first part of Nuit de Noël (Christmas Eve) he evokes the nativity scene
with the sound of shepherds’ pipes calling to each other, once again employing
the exotic flattened supertonic. A transcendent moment occurs as an Orthodox
hymn luminously announces the Christmas message, after which the music
becomes ecstatic, closing with an exultant statement of the shepherds’ tune. In
Cortège des mages (Procession of the Magi) we hear the steady tramp of
camels across the desert and, at intervals, a dignified theme designated as
‘Arabian’ by Lyapunov. As the magi reach the place of the nativity this theme
becomes more and more fervent until it is transformed into a triumphant tolling
of bells.

The last two pictures are concerned with the present. Bells figure again in
Chanteurs des Noëls (Carol Singers), a jaunty tune which we hear sung by a
choir approaching from the distance. In Chant de Noël (Christmas Carol) two
motifs are opposed, one Ukrainian and bold, the other Russian and playful. The
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music settles into a skittish holiday mood and the throwaway ending, coming
after the climaxes of the first three tableaux, is all the more effective for its
understatement.

The lovely Nocturne in D flat major [12] is Lyapunov’s only solo piano work in
this genre, originating from 1898. The Chopin is, naturally enough, the starting
point ― this is revealed already in the indication Andante spianato which had
been used by Chopin in his Op. 22. The touching melody, floating on an
arpeggiated accompaniment, opens with a descending scale which becomes a
prominent motif, even providing the skeleton for the turbulent middle section
which emerges out of an unexpected silence and culminates in a cadenza. The
opening melody returns, now embellished, and some impassioned Lisztian
rhetoric subsides into an extended polyphonic coda, finally melting away in the
most exquisite sonorities.

The Mazurka in G minor [13], the last of eight mazurkas composed at different
times by Lyapunov, stands comparison with those of Chopin for its deliciously
melancholy yearning alternating with carefree charm. (In the year of its
composition, 1909, Lyapunov was enthusiastically preparing for the Chopin
centenary celebrations to take place in St. Petersburg the following February,
for which he wrote a symphonic poem named after Chopin’s birthplace,
Żelazowa Wola.) Scattered ornaments applied to the melody bring to mind the
folk-singing of Eastern Europe, and an energetic ‘folk dance’ provides the
central episode, nostalgically remembered shortly before the valedictory close,
when the piece’s opening phrase remains hanging in the air like a gesture of
farewell.

Notes © 2000 Anthony Goldstone



The Performer

Described by The New York Times as “a man whose nature was designed with
pianos in mind”, Anthony Goldstone is one of Britain’s most respected pianists. A
sixth-generation pupil of Beethoven through his great teacher Maria Curcio, Anthony
Goldstone was born in Liverpool. He studied with Derrick Wyndham at the Royal
Manchester College of Music (which later honoured him with a Fellowship), later with
Curcio in London.

He has enjoyed a career encompassing six continents, the Last Night of the Proms
(after which Benjamin Britten wrote to him, “Thank you most sincerely for that brilliant
performance of my Diversions. I wish I could have been at the Royal Albert Hall to
join in the cheers”), very many broadcasts and seventy CDs (including the BBC issue
of his London Promenade Concert performance of Beethoven's fourth Piano
Concerto). He has an adventurous approach to repertoire and has been praised by
Vienna's Die Presse for “his astonishingly profound spiritual penetration”.

In the last few years Goldstone has become known for his acclaimed completions
and realisations of works for solo piano and piano duet by Schubert, and for two
pianos and solo piano by Mozart, all of which he has recorded on Divine Art CDs.

He is also one half of the acclaimed and brilliant piano duo Goldstone and
Clemmow with his wife Caroline. The duo has made many CDs for Divine Art as well
as Toccata Classics and other labels, including one (Divine Art 25020) containing
première recordings of two Russian masterpieces, Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 4
and Romeo and Juliet, in spectacular transcriptions for four hands by friends of the
composer – Sergei Taneyev and Nadezhda Purgold (Mme. Rimsky-Korsakov)
respectively. The present disc by Goldstone is part of his substantial contribution to
Divine Art’s new Russian Piano Music series, issued by its American branch.
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